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Gardens 
In the sixties the early gardens were planned and tended 
by Ivan Skipworth followed by Laurie Milne. Wally 
Chatterton was in charge for most of the next decade until 
1983. Wally was known for collecting money off the mid-
week players to buy roses and was made a Life Member 
in 1978 in recognition for his service to the Club. Beds 
of rhododendrons, azaleas, roses, dahlias, perennials 
and annuals were cared for and made a colourful display 
for both visitors and players. Variegated ivy was trained 
to cover the numerous bare fence posts. Albie Brixton 
succeeded Wally and in turn handed the gardens over 
to Laurie and Joy Scanes. This was a period (1989-
95) when the Club won many garden awards including 
winner of the Bowling Clubs’ section in the Christchurch 
Gardens’ Competitions in 1989 and 1990. Rose expert 
and Club Captain, Don Williamson, was a great asset to 
the rose beds at this time. 

Ron Shackleton convened the gardeners from 1995 to 
1998 before the nine years of the Dal Stott era. Gordon 
Dixon was a willing lieutenant while Pauline Minehan and 
Rosemary Harper were also mentioned in dispatches 
from the gardening front. Prior to 2001 the Club hid 
its gardens behind high iron fences for the enjoyment 
of those who passed through the gate only. With the 
replacement see-through fence on the Avonhead Road 
frontage the Club lost its ivy but its gardens and facilities 
were now visible to the public. It is rumoured that property 
values on Avonhead Road soared overnight. Dal went 
into overdrive with considerable colourful success – 
“would you like sheep manure with that?”

Tom Brankin spent hundreds of hours tending the 
gardens before the present Gardens Convenor, Terry 
Paterson, took the leadership role in 2008. Terry has put 
a tremendous amount of time and energy into enhancing 
our environment while coping admirably with 30 flag 
pole sleeves in his showpiece frontage. Each year more 
than 500 annuals are planted to brighten the display. He 
has transformed the car park plots to make the main 
entrance to the Club attractive and functional – always 
with a greeting and a grin. 

All those mentioned above would be the first to 
acknowledge the help and work put into the gardens 
over 50 years by dozens of men and women volunteers. 
The environment we play in would be stark indeed 
without their interest, efforts and expertise. Long may 
this Burnside tradition be continued! 

Terry Paterson (Tiger) in another guise from the 
gardener, raffle king and pairs organiser

The gardens along the Avonhead Road 
frontage 1989
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The House (Bar) 
The bar has come a long way from a trestle table in the 
dining room and Friday purchases of flagons from the 
Russley Hotel. In fact before 1973 the Club was dry! The 
lounge built in 1976 meant that a professional type bar was 
possible and was included in the build. This was further 
improved in 1992 when the extension to the clubhouse 
was completed while the refurbishment in 2012 planned 
by Barry Bunting has provided an attractive and efficient 
functioning bar providing wine, spirits, a wide choice of 
beers and non-alcohol drinks. The bar over the years has 
been staffed by volunteers who have done a great job. 
For special occasions and when the facilities are hired 
out paid bar staff are employed. 

The 1992 extension to the lounge coincided with the 
arrival of the Doug Graham era of management. In his 
six years in charge, Doug turned the bar from a good 
asset into an excellent one for the Club. He did this with 
hard work, sound ideas, volunteer training and pride in 
what he was doing. In recognition of this, Doug’s funeral 
was held in the lounge with some drama and memorable 
moments. It was the first and probably the last funeral to 
be held up the narrow stairs! 

Doug Graham’s legacy of sound management 
has been maintained by those who followed him – 
Mike Kirkpatrick, Lindsay O’Hara, Leo Crimmins, 
Bruce Hamilton and today Murray Harper and Barry 
Bunting while Ken Haworth, Club Manager since 
2004, has overseen the bar operation in his portfolio  
of duties.

Ken Haworth – Club Manager and  
Life Member 
The last 25 years have seen massive steps forward in 
all aspects of the Club. The quality of the greens, the 
professionalism of administration, the introduction 
of technology, the amalgamation of the Men’s and 
Women’s sections, the development of coaches 
and umpires, the support of Club volunteers and the 
hosting of National and International events have all 
resulted in Burnside becoming one of the premier 
bowling clubs in New Zealand. This era has also 
seen some significant changes which have benefited 
both Club members and the community at large. 
Some examples of this include the replacement of 
boundary fences, the erection of sun shades, the 
increased availability for hire of club facilities for 
local groups and residents, and the upgrading of the 
lounge and bar facilities. 

Mention must be made of one member who although 
unfinancial, was known to everyone who was a 
member between 1996 and 2005. “Burnie” was a 
sleek black cat who was nominated by Ron Lenz, 
cared for by Ron and then Graham Lowery as well 
as many others with donations of food and money. 
Burnie’s domain was the clubhouse, greens and dry 
stream bed by the car park. He had his own accounts 
book and was on the local vet’s mailing list.

Burnie proved himself to be a good hunter. He was a 
giving cat as he often deposited the remains of mice 
or birds in the women’s match room. He was aware 
of occasion in that one Christmas he proudly laid out 
bits of a mouse under the Christmas tree in the foyer 
among the empty boxes. His was a genuine present! 
Burnie was often the only spectator at evening 
championship matches sprawled on his side on the 
rink boundary while for exercise he enthusiastically 
chased (without much success) swallows that 
annually nested in the clubhouse roof. He sometimes 
strolled nonchalantly across the green during bowls 
events to find a better spot in the sun. Burnie’s 
memorial garden is to the right of the main 
gate – a resting place in the sun.

Ken Haworth joined the Club in 1987, was Secretary 
from 1994 until 2004 and Club Manager from 2004 to 
the present. He was named Sport Canterbury’s Summer 
Sports Administrator of the Year in 2000-01 for his 
secretarial excellence and in 2009 he won the Bowls NZ 
Volunteer of the Year award. Ken’s work for the Club was 
honoured when he was made a Life Member in 2008. 

Catering 
As recorded earlier, the bulk of the catering has fallen 
on the shoulders of the Women’s Club. In recognition of 
this in earlier days, Women’s Club members paid a lesser 
subscription than the men. In truth they enjoyed far fewer 
playing rights than the men who on the other hand had 
built the greens and clubhouse. In the Annual Report 
of the Men’s Club in 1994, President Ray Davey stated 
“where would we be without the ladies?” in giving a very 
big thank you to Women’s President Marie Methven and 
the BWBC for all their work and contribution to the Club.

Doug Graham 1995
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everyone but over the years Bob Waldron, Alec Weir, 
Ron Boyce and John Reese have been invaluable to the 
Works programme. Not just the men are involved as the 
women’s section of the Club often provides welcome 
refreshments for the workers.

Jan Harmon 
When I joined the Burnside Women’s Bowling Club 
in 1993 I was welcomed by the then President, Marie 
Methven. The Club had about 120 members and like 
today was a very friendly place. Mavis Lancaster, 
Betty Mitchell, Pat Seear, Margaret Weir and Yvonne 
Howman were playing then and they are still today 
active, loyal and hardworking members. We did a lot 
of catering in those days mainly for the Club and not 
so much for the Centre and international events. We 
raised money through activities like club-day raffles 
and Lotto bonus numbers. This enabled us to provide 
drapes for the dining room and lounge as well as buy 
kitchen china before amalgamation in 1998. 

Today we enjoy several shared lunches before Charity 
Days and our North v South fixtures. Normally these 
events are played after a few wines which ensure that 
comradeship and Club spirit are well and truly alive. 
Each year the Club runs two open tournaments, in 
November and February, which are very popular and 
well supported by other clubs. Their success is due 
to the great team of workers who help in so many 
ways. 

During the winter the ladies hold two lunches which 
help keep us in touch with each other in the off season 
as well as fostering and building our Club spirit.

Since amalgamation, the role of Catering-Kitchen 
Convenor has been filled in turn by Helen Brown, 
Estelle Jarvis, Philippa Johnston, Jan Harmon and 
Gaye Bunting. Ken Haworth has also been involved 
with bookings and worked with each of the convenors. 
Women members have been rostered to provide lunches 
and teas for Centre and Club events and their work and 
skill is much appreciated, as the men playing at home 
in the Mixed Tens teams can verify. Since 2001 larger 
all-day tournaments have been contracted to outside 
caterers; in particular to Nikki Harding’s ‘Catering by 
Nikki’. Burnside has a group of male BBQ ‘experts’ and 
others whose skills are put to good use in several of our 
tournaments. 

Works Committee 
In the 1980s Norm Clifton and Len Seear convened the 
Works Committee which from the beginning in 1963 
built and maintained our facilities outside the clubhouse 
such as paths, seating, fences, the greens’ banks, plinth 
boards, scoreboards, spouting, windows, painting and 
car parks. For the past 24 years (from 1989) Russell 
Cockroft has been the Works Committee Convenor. He 
used to convene a hard working committee but today 
Russell is a committee of one as he works tirelessly and 
innovatively for the benefit of the Club. When help is 
required, a number of short phone calls ensure plenty of 
volunteer help. There are too many workers to mention 

Russell and his numerous volunteers were responsible 
for the establishment of shade shelters on Orchard 
green in 2003 and the huge shade umbrellas between 
Laing and Davie erected during this Jubilee year. He 
devised an adjustable plinth system for the greens which 
was installed from 2004 on. His working party in 2009 
assembled and placed the 96 comfortable seats we 

‘Three of the best’
Mavis Lancaster, Betty Mitchell and Yvonne Howman

Opening Day 2013

Melbourne Cup Day - More Hats
Rosalie Oliver, Jill Kirkpatrick and Judith Watson 

appropriately attired

Rolly Crack, John Yates, Lloyd Ewan may not be masterchefs but 
you do get plenty of onions and sauce with your meat
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now enjoy around the three greens. The flag pole and 
advertising hoardings systems devised for international 
events 2005-08 were simple and ingenious while the 
removal of the tin fence around the Orchard green was 
planned as well as any successful military operation.

Among Russell’s own highlights is the making and 
utilisation of a moveable platform to fix pegs and plinth 
on the Orchard Green and obtaining and erecting 
the three large flagpoles which are prominent on the 
Avonhead Road frontage. Russell has always had a 
good relationship and easy liaison with the greenkeepers 
– Ken Prebble for over 20 years and since 2008 Glen 
Miller – and their respective Green Superintendents. 

Executives over the years have always supported 
innovative ideas and any request for the best in materials. 

The Works Committee of one and his volunteer army 
never rest! 

The Graham Lowery era as Pavilion Maintenance 
Convenor began in 1998. Graham had already played 
a vital role in the maintenance of the pavilion with his 
proven electrical and practical skills. With the Club being 
headquarters for National Championships (Women 
1999 and Combined Men’s and Women’s 2004), 
international events 1998, 2001, 2007-08 including 
the World Championships, and the earthquakes 2010-
12 the maintenance role must have felt like a full-time 
job at times. In 2010 Graham Lowery was honoured 
by Bowls NZ with the award of Volunteer of the Year. 
Dozens of volunteers have helped maintain the pavilion 
over the years including Tim Lynch, Eric Jarvis, Bruce 
Wallace and Don Thurlow among others. Tony Bennett 
has long served the Club as cleaner and in his absences 
another group of willing volunteers has always stepped 
in to help. The current committee of Graham Lowery, Tim 
Lynch, Brian Clarkson and Ron Boyce can expect more 
pressure as World Bowls 2016 looms.

Pavilion Committee 
The story of the development of the clubhouse (pavilion) 
is related earlier in this history. Like other aspects of the 
Club much is owed to those early members who had 
the vision and energy to conceive such an excellent 
facility, develop it and maintain it to a high standard. 
Leo Crimmins and Bill Cosgriff convened the Pavilion 
Committee in the mid-1980s before Dave Johnston was 
appointed convenor in 1988. Dave held this position 
for 10 years and in his own personable way maintained 
the clubhouse to a very high standard with his group 
of helpers. The 1991-93 extension was built during this 
time. In his 1998 Annual Report entry Dave in his own 
words described the various phases of his reign as 
‘the Calmic Kid’, ‘Janitor Johnston’, ‘Dunny Dave’ and 
finally the most acceptable to him ‘The ABC’ (Ablution  
Block Controller). 

Enjoying the lounge after Festival BowlsRussell and his crew preparing the ground for the  
large shade umbrellas

Russell Cockroft’s men demolish the Orchard fence 2007
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Mention must be made also of the floral displays which 
so beautifully add to the pleasant environment of  
the clubhouse. Isabel Smith was responsible for  
these from amalgamation to 2012. The Women’s 
Section now collectively has taken charge of this role to  
everyone’s benefit. 

Communications 
Peter Claman began a monthly newsletter in 1990 to 
keep Club members up to date with news and views 
around the Club. This was continued by Mort Young 
in 1992 until his shift to Arrowtown in 1995. Heather 
Bragg, Alan Vernel and Jim Calder all contributed to 
the newsletter and on his return Mort again took up the 
reins. The 2006-07 season saw the birth of Mort Young’s 
Hot Line, which by using the Club’s email address book, 
today reaches over 90% of members and friends of the 
Club almost instantly with news, requests, team lists and 
so on. In 2011-12, 87 Hot Lines were posted (the record) 
with the average each year numbering about 80. Copies 
for those without computer access are made available at 
the Club. The Hot Line is a great service.

In 2004 Arjan van Hasselt (AJ) created the Club’s first 
website and has been our webmaster ever since. 
The site www.burnsidebowlingclub.com has had 
up to October 2013, over 530,000 visits. The site is 
followed and praised by bowlers around the world. It is 
a model site that other clubs seek to emulate with its 
information on tournaments, club facilities, programme, 
Club membership, coaching, results, team selections, 
Executive meetings, photo gallery, sponsors etc. It links 
to weather forecasts, other bowling clubs, regions and 
countries and allows members to enter Club events from 
their homes. Each year starts afresh with the previous 
year’s information accessible in the archives. 

The Club’s Facebook page is the latest form of social 
network communication. The page was set up in 2011 
by Kerrie Bruce who monitors and manages the page 
which currently has in excess of 1,600 ‘friends’, with 
requests coming in on a daily basis. 

Often overlooked in any club’s communications system 
is the club historian. Burnside has been fortunate to 
have had a very capable line up of Club Historians in 
Ernie Watt, John Turner, Bob Gamblin and Graham Tate 
who maintained both photographic and written records 
of the Club. Allan Gainsford and Thelma Kelly, authors 
of the booklet ‘Silver Jubilee Celebrations 1988’, also 
compiled an interesting account of the first 25 years. AJ 
and the website now record and archive Club activities 
and members’ achievements so together the computer, 
photo albums, annual reports and written extracts 
combine to keep us in touch with the past. 

Graham Lowery – Pavilion Maintenance 
Convenor 
Doug Graham a former club bar manager introduced 
me to Burnside in 1986 and from then on I was to follow 
my uncle and founder member Ernie Dumpleton into 
the club volunteer workforce. Some 16 years ago I 
inherited the Pavilion Maintenance Convenor’s role 
from Dave Johnston and it is a position I hold to this 
day. Maintaining and upgrading such a large sporting 
complex has been challenging, but with the support 
and help of many willing volunteers we have an asset 
we can be proud of. I am grateful for the support of 
past committees, fellow helpers and a devoted team 
effort over two decades. The monetary savings to 
Burnside has been great in the offering of many trade 
skills and talents.

Major upgrades have included two new kitchens, 
many joinery projects, improved lighting, heating, 
security, replacements of tables and chairs, new 
bar, the continuing redecorating and the pending 
lift installation. Compliance and minor maintenance 
issues tend to be ongoing and time consuming. 
The benefits gained from holding international 
tournaments and obtaining charity grants are 
reflected in our quality equipment and furniture. Our 
maintenance team has continued to complement the 
other essential operations of our highly successful 
club. We can all feel proud to wear the Burnside 
uniform and treasure the many national accolades 
and awards the Club and its members have achieved 
over 50 years.

Arjan van Hasselt (AJ)
always close to his trusty laptop
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Planning Committee
Burnside has always been strong on planning. From 
time to time a Planning Committee was appointed and 
worked to good effect. This usually entailed surveying 
members’ opinions, prioritising suggestions and 
making recommendations to the Executive of the time. 
An example of this is the 1989 Committee, chaired by 
Jack Forbes, which surveyed members about formats 
and fixtures. Their findings were acted on in 1990. 
This survey also identified the need for a building 
extension and Project ‘91’ was the result. Len Seear’s 
group in 1990 reviewed the Club’s management and 
Jack Forbes undertook a shelters’ survey. As a result a 
retractable canvas awning was trialled but deemed to 
be too expensive. In 1991 Elwyn Hay prophetically said 
“it appears likely that suitable umbrellas will be adopted 
in the new season”. In fact large sun umbrellas were 
used for many years and four shades were erected on 
the Orchard green in 2003, but the three shades now in 
residence between the two front greens take the word 
‘umbrella’ to literally a new height. Warwick Ainger and 
Ken Judd among others chaired Planning Committees at 
various times while in 2013 the Executive has appointed 
an Innovations Sub Committee of Chris Iggo (Chair), Alan 
Bryce, Mike Small and Isaac Denny. This move augurs 
well for the future.

Social Committee 
Since 1988 a succession of Social Committees has 
made a huge contribution to the culture of the Club 
and the enjoyment of members. John Gregory, Bernie 
Preston, Hamish Ensor, Jack O’Dea, Mort Young, Cyril 
McKeefry, Alan Vernel, Jan Harmon, Trevor Paterson, 
Judith Watson and Philippa Johnston are some of those 
who have all led hard working committees setting up 
functions for all to enjoy. These include pot luck dinners, 
Christmas BBQs, theme dinners, trophy nights, mid-
winter Christmas Dinners, family bowls and BBQs, and 
the like. In addition, Mike Small in the 1990s organised 
golf tournaments at Rangiora and Ellesmere and for 
several years Geoff Clarke organised and sponsored 
a very popular evening ten-hole Ambrose stroke 
tournament followed by dinner and prize giving at the 
Russley Golf Club. In recent years the Grants Whisky 
Corner to Corner competition, run by Trevor Paterson 
and Gordon Watson, has enhanced a series of Friday 
nights and rewarded those who can draw closer to the 
far away corner than the rest of the entrants. Since 1990 
Club Captains have been very important contributors to 
the Club’s social calendar.

Christmas BBQ and Social - the sunglasses give away the era

Club Social meal at ‘Robbies’ restaurant The field gathers for another attempt to nearly reach the opposite ditch
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Housie 

In the first half of the Club’s history, housie was a major 
contributor to club funds. In the early 1970s the Bowling 
Club linked with the Burnside Rugby Club to run weekly 
housie sessions at the Russley Hotel every Monday. Les 
Pope drove the Club’s participation, assisted by rostered 
members from Monday mid-week bowls. Initially there 
were more people than cards and over the years several 
thousand dollars were raised – estimates are at least 
$75,000 in total. Imagine that in today’s values. Frank 
England followed Les and was in turn succeeded by Colin 
Andrews. Unfortunately, with the introduction of Lotto 
taking the discretionary dollar and the improvement of 
television programmes, interest waned. The last house 
was called in April 1988. 

The two Burnside Clubs also worked together selling 
raffles at the Russley on Saturdays; the Rugby Club 
in summer, and the Bowling Club in winter – another 
beneficial collaboration. 

Fundraising in the 1990s was headed by Club Captain 
Don Williamson who was succeeded in turn by Allan 
Vernel, Hamish Ensor, Terry Paterson and Barry Bunting. 

Sponsorship over the past 25 years has been in the 
capable hands of Allan Nimmo, Alan Bryce, Allan Vernel, 
Vince Roper, Warwick Ainger, Peter Doell, Gordon 
Watson and today Barry Bunting. 

Procuring sponsorship and building relationships with 
sponsors is vital to the viability of the Club. Each open 
tournament is sponsored as are our 48 scoreboards. 
Sponsors and members have gifted the Club items 
such as our flat-screen televisions, tournament clock, 
computer equipment and raffle prizes. Trusts such as the 
Canterbury Community Trust, Pub Charity and Eureka 
Trust among others have all assisted in the purchase 
of substantial items. For many years Trust applications 
were the responsibility of Club Secretary and then Club 
Manager, Ken Haworth. Since 2007 this very important 
task has been performed by Club Treasurer, Nancy Field. 

Finance and Fundraising Committees 

Burnside’s finances have always been professionally 
managed by efficient and diligent Finance Committees. 
Since 1988 these Committees have been convened in 
turn by George Muirhead, Bill Andrews, John Conder, 
Rod Hill, Peter Stumbles and for the last ten years by 
Warwick Ainger. Each Convenor has worked closely with 
the treasurer of the day and these combinations have 
been very effective. Until amalgamation in 1998, the 
Burnside Women’s Club’s finances were administered by 
a succession of capable treasurers and audited before 
presentation at AGMs. From 1990 these accounts were 
audited by Roy Martin. 

Sponsorship board in foyer

Sponsored Scoreboard
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Raffles 
Raffles have been the lifeblood of almost every sporting 
club and our Club is no exception. Over the past 20 years, 
raffles on Saturdays have been organised by a number 
of members including Doug Youl, the Social Committee, 
Hamish Ensor, Don Williamson, Bob Waldron, Owen 
Brown, Russ Welsford, Jim Walker and Terry Paterson. 
Christmas hams, whitebait, meat, money, wine, spirits 
and even crayfish have been popular prizes. The 100 
Club was an accepted fundraiser in the past with half 
the intake being paid out in prizes and the half going 
to club funds – a mini version of Lotto! The Women’s 
Section’s raffle tables, which are an important aspect 
of its tournaments and social functions, really are eye 
openers with overflowing gift baskets and often 30 
donated prizes. Mid-week tournaments’ and special 
events’ raffles add to this mix but none of them would be 
successful without numerous volunteers as organisers 
and sellers. 

Gaming Machines
For 16 years from 1989 Tom Wallace did a great job 
looking after the gaming machines by the bar. Two new 
poker machines were purchased in 1996 and over the 
years they and the pokies players added a considerable 
sum to Club funds e.g. $12,000 in 2001 and $13,000  
in 2004.

Compliance and Internal Affairs requirements, 
computerisation and cost of new machines resulted 
in the decision to quit the two machines. The gaming 
machines in many sporting clubs in 2005 met the same 
fate for the same reasons and Tom got his Monday 
mornings back! 

Other fundraising methods are varied and in many 
cases innovative. Biennial garage sales have featured 
since 1992 when organised by Hamish Ensor and 
Steve Cruse, the sale realised $5,300 in profit. After this 
initial success (most of the good stuff cleared from the 
garage) the sales resulted in profits of $2,000 to $3,000. 
The collection of sale items, testing of electrical goods, 
the sorting, the pricing, the bargaining and selling and, 
worst of all the disposal of left overs took a great deal 
of time, energy and patience from dozens of volunteers. 
Sounds like a stressful activity but Burnside’s garage 
sales are regarded as good fun, produced a lot of stories 
(some true), lots of quirky sales goods, books to browse 
through, memories of yesteryear and often real bargains. 
The rise and rise of ‘Trade Me’ has removed some of the 
better items and analogue television sets are no longer 
sought after. Despite this the Club garage sale continues 
to raise invaluable funds. 

For major projects, debentures have been sought, gained 
and paid back to members. The bent pipe, sales table 
of fertiliser and plants, hire of the facilities and greens, 
regular ‘tenants’ (Rotary, Yoga and the Gordon Scouts) 
and profitable visiting tournaments (Probus, Farmers, 
Canterbury Licensed Trade and Bacardi Tournaments) all 
assist Burnside to remain a sustainable and viable Club.Doug Youl selling the winning ticket to Colin James  

at mid week tournament
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Art@Burnside 
Art@Burnside was the brain child of Estelle Jarvis and 
Avis Fitzpatrick. It just so happens that both Estelle and 
Avis are practising artists. A plan was hatched and they 
did the Kiwi thing and formed a committee – Arjan van 
Hasselt, Pam Clark, Mort Young and Ken Wilson-Pyne 
joined in and the first exhibition was held in late April 
2011. Ken Reid took over publicity and marketing the 
following year. 

Many people have asked why an art exhibition and 
sale? After all this is a bowling club! Estelle and Avis 
recognised that there was a gap in the art exhibition 
calendar and that this initiative would give local artists 
a further opportunity to display and hopefully sell their 
artwork. The bowling club aims to serve as a community 
club so this project gave an opportunity to introduce its 
facilities to a much wider audience and at the same time 
fundraise for the Club. The February 2011 earthquake 
raised some doubt about continuance but this exhibition 
was seen as a chance to inject some light, colour, variety 
and creativity into a rather bleak period in Christchurch’s 
history. Over seventy local artists, including guest artists 
Sarah Deans and John Brasell supported the first event 
and this pattern continued in the next exhibitions in 
2012 and 2013. Each year over 500 artworks light up the 
lounge and dining room; all professionally displayed for 
an appreciative audience. This event has raised $19,000 
for the Club in its three years so far. Like most Burnside 
initiatives it wouldn’t be successful without the help of 
dozens of Club volunteers. Burnside will be the home 
of the annual Art@Burnside exhibition and sale event for 
years to come. 

Bridge Club 
The Bridge Club was started in 1992 by Ray Davey and 
Gil Day as a means of keeping Club members in touch 
over winter. The first year coincided with the extension to 
the lounge and the club played upstairs at the Burnside 
Rugby Club. Ray and Gil coached learners while Bob 
Burns was a popular director/referee and was assisted 
by Dwight Thiettin, Daphne Jenkins and Elizabeth Ollivier. 
June Wellsford who acted as convenor 1994-2001 was 
followed by Peggy Calder, Colin and June Andrews and 
the current convenor June Bisman. 

Seven or eight tables of players gather each winter 
Tuesday in the upstairs Committee room and over the 
years the Bridge Club has contributed much to the 
Bowling Club in terms of camaraderie and funding. 

Arjan van Hasselt and his art panel

Avis Fitzpatrick and her art work No peeking! Bridge Club at play. 
Colin Andrews facing the camera
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Walking Groups
Thursday Walking Group – ‘the Elite Walking Group’ 

The Thursday Walking Group took their first steps in 
1987. The ‘originals’ were Dave Norrie, Gwyn Richards, 
Arthur Laban and Jack Wood. Bob Waldron, Peter Carter, 
Gil Day, Colin Andrews, Doug Youl and Mort Young 
were quickly recruited and the group later renamed 
itself the ‘Elite Walking Group’ to distinguish it from the  
Tuesday Group. 

Tuesday Walking Group 

The Tuesday Walking Group is made up of Burnside 
Bowling Club men who enjoy walking weekly on the 
many tracks around Christchurch, on the Port Hills, 
Banks Peninsula and the Canterbury foothills. At present 
seven or eight walkers participate each week. Favourite 
walks locally include Godley Head, Rakaia Gorge, Mt 
Grey, Mt Herbert, Bealey Spur, Packhorse Hut, the Crater 
Rim, Diamond Harbour and Tiromoana. 

There are no rules, subs or officials but minutes of 
each walk are written and read while birthdays are 
celebrated. The group is motivated by companionship, 
fitness, uplifting conversation and opinions (some quite 
sensible), and the great views gained from the hill tops. 

This all started in 1994 when Tom Brankin and Dave 
Johnston walked the Sumner-Taylors Mistake track. 
Within a year they were joined by Rod Maxwell, Len Seear, 
Don Bisman, Terry Neale and Norm Clifton. Since then 
there has been a steady revolving door of 25 members 
– including legendary walkers such as Jack Carter, Len 
Seear, Norm Clifton and Des Fitzpatrick – while eight 
have graduated to the Thursday Group. Numbers are 
dictated by age, fitness, availability and desire. 

A feature has been the annual extended walks this group 
has undertaken resulting in trips to the Abel Tasman 
National Park, Punakaiki, the Queen Charlotte Walkway, 
the Hurunui High Country Walkway and the Kaikoura 
Coastal Walkway. Present day members are Geoff 
Clarke, Eric Jarvis, Cliff Johns, Terry Neale, Ken Reid, 
Graham Tate, Bruce Wallace and Ken Wilson-Pyne.

Peter Carter reflects.... 
At the beginning we assembled at the Racecourse 
Hotel and after our walks we had a drink and solved 
all the problems of the world. This tradition continues 
today but at the Bowling Club each Thursday 
afternoon. I was appointed Treasurer to collect 
money ($1/week and later with inflation $5/month) 
for our annual dinner and later for our trips away. The 
earthquakes interrupted these trips and they are now 
pay-as-you-go ventures. Early on each member, on a 
rotational basis, was given $6 to bet on the races. We 
lost often but had one notable collect of $64. 

We roamed each Thursday covering much of 
Christchurch City and as far afield as Ashburton, 
Darfield and Leithfield. We even climbed Mt Herbert 
twice. Trips away started in 1995. These have all 
been very enjoyable but the first to Blackball where 
we stayed in the Blackball Hilton was especially 
memorable. It was extremely cold at Arthur’s Pass 
and Gwyn produced a bottle of whisky to warm us 
up. Another tradition began.

Trips away have included exotic destinations such 
as Blackball, Karamea, Akaroa, Hanmer, Hokitika, 
Reefton, Geraldine, Kaikoura, Twizel, Westport, 
Waimate, Lake Brunner, Blenheim and Alexandra. 
Every one a gem! 

Over the years more than 40 bowlers have walked with 
this group. Members have changed as time has taken its 
toll but the ‘Elite Walking Group’ keeps walking on! 

Cliff Johns & Des Fitzpatrick on Bealy Spur Hut track

Pick the relic! 
Tim Lynch, Graham Lowery, Doug Youl, Len Seear & friend

The ‘Elite’ group at the 
Blackball Hilton

Peter Carter, Arthur Laban, 
Jack Wood, Doug Youl,  

Colin Andrews, Bob Waldron,  
Dave Norrie and  
Gwyn Richards


